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Abstra t

If light hidden se tor photons ( 0 s) exist, they ould be produ ed through kineti
mixing with solar photons in the eV energy range. We propose to sear h for this
hypotheti al 0 - ux with the Super-Kamiokande and/or upgraded CAST dete tors.
0 mixing strength as small as
The proposed experiments are sensitive to the
10 5 &  & 10 9 for the 0 mass region 10 4 . m . 10 1 eV and, in the ase of
non-observation, would improve limits re ently obtained from photon regeneration
laser experiments for this mass region.
0
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Introdu tion

Several interesting extensions of the Standard Model (SM) suggest the existen e of `hidden' se tors onsisting of SU (3)C  SU (2)L  U (1)Y singlet elds.
These se tors of parti les do not intera t with the ordinary matter dire tly
and ouple to it by gravity and possibly by other very weak for es. If the mass
s ale of a hidden se tor is too high, it will be experimentally unobservable.
However, there is a lass of models with at least one additional Uh(1) gauge
fa tor where the orresponding hidden gauge boson ould be light. For example, Okun [1℄ proposed a paraphoton model with a massive hidden photon
mixing with the ordinary photon resulting in various interesting phenomena.
A similar model of photon os illations has been onsidered by Georgi et al.
[2℄. Holdom [3℄ showed, that by enlarging the standard model by the addition
of a se ond, massless photon one ould onstru t grand uni ed models whi h
ontain parti les with an ele tri harge very small ompared to the ele tron
harge [3℄. These onsiderations have stimulated new theoreti al works and
experimental tests reported in [4℄-[24℄ (see also referen es therein).
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In the Lagrangian des ribing the photon-hidden photon system the only allowed ` onne tion' between the hidden se tor and ours is given by the kineti
mixing [1,3,4℄
1
Lint = F B 
(1)
2


where F , B are the ordinary and the hidden photon eld strengths, respe tively.
In the interesting ase when B  has a mass m , this kineti mixing an be
diagonalized resulting in a non-diagonal mass term that mixes photons with
hidden-se tor photons. Hen e, photons may os illate into hidden photons, similarly to va uum neutrino os illations, with a va uum mixing angle whi h is
pre isely .
Note that in the new eld basis the ordinary photon remains una e ted, while
the hidden-se tor photon ( here denoted as 0 ) is ompletely de oupled, i.e.
do not intera t with the ordinary matter at all [1,3,11℄.
Experimental bounds on these massive hidden photons an be obtained from
sear hes for an ele tromagneti fth for e, [1,25,26℄, from stellar ooling onsiderations [27,28℄, and from experiments using the method of photon regeneration [29℄-[43℄. Re ently, new onstrains on the mixing  for the mass region
10 4 eV< m < 10 1 eV have been obtained [44℄ from the results of the
BMV [38℄ and GammeV [39℄ ollaborations. The new results are a fa tor of
two better than those obtained from the previous BFRT experiment [42℄. The
Sun energy loss argument has also been re ently re onsidered [45℄. It has been
pointed out that helios opes sear hing for solar axions are sensitive to the
keV part of the solar spe trum of hidden photons and the latest CAST re0 mixing parameter
sults [40,41℄ have been translated into limits on the
[45,46℄. Strong bounds on models with additional new parti les plus a 0 at
a low energy s ale ould be obtained from astrophysi al onsiderations [48℄[51℄. However, su h astrophysi al onstraints an be relaxed or evaded in some
models, see e.g. [52℄. Hen e, it is important to perform independent tests on
the existen e of su h parti les in new laboratory experiments su h, for example as ALPS [53℄, LIPSS [54℄, OSQAR [55℄, and PVLAS LSW [56℄.
0
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Sin e 0s an be produ ed through mixing with real photons, it is natural
to onsider the Sun as a sour e of low energy 0 s. It is well known that the
total emission rate of the Sun is of the order of 3:8  1026 W. Moreover, the
emission spe trum is also well understood. It has a broad distribution over
energies up to 10 keV, and orresponds roughly to the bla k-body radiation
at the temperature T0 ' 5800 K (0:5 eV). The maximum in the solar power
spe trum is at about 2:5 eV (500 nm), in the blue-green part of the visible
region. As happens with solar neutrinos, the oheren e length of the photonhidden photon os illations is mu h smaller than the distan e from the Sun to
2

the Earth. In this ase the photon-hidden photon transition probability is just
22 and the spe tral ux of hidden photons from the solar surfa e will be
ds
!2
1 :
(2)
'
2 4:2  1018 !=T
3
d!
e
1 eV m2 s
with the maximum at ! ' 1 eV.
A onsiderably higher ontribution to the ux of hidden photons is expe ted
from ! 0 os illations in the solar interior. Here the usual suppression of the
mixing angle due to refra tive e e ts is balan ed by a higher emitting volume
and a higher temperature. Sin e the suppression of the mixing is more drasti
as the density in reases (and maximum at the solar enter) it is ertainly
advantageous to sear h for low mass hidden se tor photons with energies in
the eV range, where the photon ux is maximal [45℄. For m well below the
eV, one an use the following onservative estimate for the `bulk' omponent
of the hidden photon spe tral ux at the Earth [46℄:
4

db
1
2 m
32


for ! 2 1  5 eV;
(3)
10
d!
eV
eV m2 s
whi h ex eeds the surfa e ontribution ex ept for masses m . 10 4 eV. A
more detailed al ulation will be given elsewhere [47℄.
In this note, we propose dire t experimental sear hes for the ux of solar hidden photons. The experiment ould be performed with the Super-Kamiokande
neutrino dete tor, and/or in the CAST experiment at CERN upgraded with a
new helios ope, and is based on the photon-regeneration method used at low
energies.
0
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0
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Sear h for hidden photons in Super-Kamiokande

Among dete tors suitable for su h kind of sear h the most promising one is
Super-Kamiokande (SK) [57℄. This is a large, underground, water Cherenkov
dete tor lo ated in a mine in the Japanese Alps [57℄. The inner SK dete tor
is a tank, 40 m tall by 40 m in diameter. It is lled with 5104 m3 of ultrapure water, the opti al attenuation length Labs & 70 m, and is viewed by
11146 photomultiplier tubes (PMT) with 7650 PMTs mounted on a barrel
(side walls) and 3496 PMTs on the top and bottom end aps.
The PMTs (HAMAMATSU R3600-2) have ' 50 m in diameter [57℄. The full
e e tive PMT photo athode overage of the inner dete tor surfa e is 40%. The
photo athode, the dynode system and the anode are lo ated inside a glass
envelope serves as a pressure boundary to sustain high va uum onditions
3
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Fig. 1. S hemati illustration of the dire t sear h for light hidden-se tor photons
in the Super-K experiment. Hidden photons penetrate the Earth and onvert into
visible photons inside the va uum volume of the Super-K PMTs. This results in an
in rease of the ounting rate of those Super-K PMTs that are `illuminated' by the
Sun from the ba k, in omparison with those fa ing the Sun. If, for instan e, the
Earth rotates around the Z-axis, the ounting rate is a periodi fun tion of the angle
, i.e. is daily modulated.

inside the almost spheri al shape PMT. The photo athode is made of bialkali
(Sb-K-Cs) that mat hes the wave length of Cherenkov light. The quantum
eÆ ien y is ' 22% at the typi al wave length of Cherenkov light ' 390 nm.
0 os illations it is important to have the ability to see
For the sear h for
a single photoele tron (p.e.) peak, be ause the number of photons arriving at
a PMT will be exa tly one. The single p.e. peak is indeed learly seen (see
e.g., Figure 9 in Ref. [57℄) allowing to operate PMTs in the SK experiment at
a low threshold equivalent to 0.25 p.e.. It is also important, that the average
PMT dark noise rate at this threshold is just about 3 kHz.
Sin e 0s are long-lived nonintera ting parti les, they would penetrate the
Earth shielding and os illate into real photons in the free spa e between the
PMT envelope and the photo athode, as shown in Figure 1. The photon then
would onvert in the photo athode into a single photoele tron whi h would be
dete ted by the PMT. This ould not happen for hidden photons oming from
the water tank sin e, as we will see, the presen e of the medium suppresses
! 0 os illations. Thus, the e e t of 0 ! os illations ould be sear hed
for in the SK experiment through an in rease of the ounting rate of those
PMTs that are `illuminated' by the Sun
, as shown in Figure 1,
in omparison with those fa ing the Sun. The in rease of the ounting rate in
a parti ular PMT depends on its orientation with respe t to the Sun and is
daily modulated. Therefore, the overall ounting rate of events from 0 !
from the ba k

4

os illations ould also be daily modulated depending on the lo al SK position
with respe t to the Sun and the Earth rotation axis.
The number n of expe ted signal events from 0 ! onversion in SK is
given by an integral over time, energy band, and the surfa es of all PMTs as
Z
Z
N Z
X
~  r^ P (! ) :
n = dt d! d (!) ds
(4)
d!

1

at:

Sun

0

!

Here, NP MT is the number of SK PMTs,  = s + b is the total 0- ux,
~ is the photo athode surfa e element, r^Sun a
 is the dete tion eÆ ien y, ds
unit ve tor pointing to the Sun and P ! (!) is the 0 ! va uum transition
probability given by:


2
2 ql
(5)
P ! (! ) = 4 sin
2
where l is the distan e between the 0 entry point to the PMT and the PMT
photo athode and q is the momentum di eren e between the photon and
hidden photon:
q
m2
2
2
q = ! ! m  2!
(6)
assuming m  !. In the absen e of photon absorption, the maximum of
the 0 ! transition probability at a distan e l orresponds to the ase when
jqlj = . When jqlj   the photon and the hidden photon elds remain
in phase and propagate oherently over the length l. In this ase the transition
probability degrades proportionally to m4 . For example, for ! ' 3 eV and for
the maximum distan e l ' 50 m, this will o ur for m . 10 3 eV.
The signi an e S of the 0 dis overy with the Super-K dete tor s ales as [58℄
q
pn )
S = 2( n + n
(7)
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

b

b

where nb is the number of expe ted ba kground events. The ex ess of 0 !
events in the Super-K dete tor an be al ulated from the result of a numeri al
integration of eq.(4) over photon traje tories pointing to the PMT. In these
al ulations we use a simple model of PMTs, shown in Figure 1, without
taking into a ount the PMT internal stru ture and dead materials whi h
might results in some redu tion of the signal due to the photon absorption
and damping of 0 os illations. We also assume that the Sun is lo ated in
the plane  = =2 and the Earth rotates around the Z -axis, whi h is the lo al
verti al in SK, see Figure 1. In the PMT va uum volume not all 0 energies
e e tively ontribute to the signal be ause of its sinus dependen e on q and
l, see eq.(5). Assuming the main ba kground sour e is the PMT dark noise
gives
nb = n0 N 0 t
(8)
5

Here N' is the number of SK PMTs ontributing to the signal, and n0 ' 3
kHz is the average ba kground ounting rate of the PMTs [57℄. Finally, taking
S = 3, N 0 ' 7  103 , and t ' 107 s (nb = 2  1014 ) results in a signal-toba kground requirement of n =nb ' 10 7.
For the ase of non-observation, we have omputed the orresponding ex lusion region in the (m ; ) plane shown in Figure 2. The bound relaxes towards
smaller hidden photon masses mainly be ause the ux (3) is suppressed. Below
m  3 meV an additional suppression adds up be ause hidden photons do
not have enough spa e to os illate inside the SK PMT, as noted above. The
sensitive region of this experiment surpasses the already established CAST
bounds at keV energies [45℄, and for masses above m ' 10 3 eV also the
limits re ently obtained by Ahlers et al. [44℄ from laser experiments.
The sensitive sear h of 0 s in the SK experiment is possible due to unique
ombination of several fa tors, namely, i) the presen e of the large number of
PMTs with a relatively large free va uum volume; ii) the high eÆ ien y of
the single photon dete tion; and iii) the relatively low PMT dark noise. The
statisti al limit on the sensitivity of the proposed experiment is set by the
number of PMTs and by the value of the dark noise (n0) in the SK dete tor.
The systemati errors are not in luded in the above estimate, however they
ould be redu ed by the pre ise monitoring of the PMTs gain [57℄. These
estimates may be strengthened by more a urate and detailed Monte Carlo
simulations of the proposed experiment.
Let us address the matter e e ts in ! 0 os illations. Negle ting photon
absorption, the ! 0 os illation probability gets modi ed only by the refra tive properties of the medium. We an parametrize them as a `photon
e e tive mass' m , whi h a ounts from deviations of the photon dispersion
relation, namely !2 k2  m2 , with k the photon wavenumber. Consequently,
we nd that the mixing angle and the os illation frequen y of eq. (5) both get
modi ed a ording to [28℄
q
2 4
2
(m2 m2 )2 + 42 m2
4

m
m
42 !  2 2 2 2 4 ; p ' 4! !
:
4!
m + 4 m
m
(9)
Therefore (as it happens with neutrinos) a high refra tivity (m  m ) dereases the amplitude of the os illations, a resonant onversion is possible
if eventually m = m , and the rigorous de nition of the va uum ase is
m m .
In a ompletely ionized medium like the solar interior plasma, the plasma
frequen y !P plays the role of the photon mass. Here !P2 = 4 Ne=me, with
the ne stru ture onstant and Ne; me the ele tron density and mass. Under
the presen e of bounded ele trons the situation hanges drasti ally, at least for
0
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0
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photon energies around or below the atomi resonan es (those relevant for us).
An index of refra tion n is more suitable to a ount for the refra tive properties
of these media, whi h gives m2 ! 2!2(n 1). The index of refra tion is rarely
smaller than one 2 , so the mixing angle will be
with respe t
to the va uum ase (impeding unfortunately a resonant dete tion).
The high va uum onditions of the SK photo-multipliers (p . 10 7 Torr.)
make this suppression harmless, at least for m & 10 5 eV (using ! = 10 eV
and water vapor as the main residual gas, with n 1 = 2:5 10 3 at normal
onditions). On the other hand, in the SK water tank, with n  1:3 for visible
light under normal onditions, the ! 0 os illations get a suppression of the
order  m4 =(2:6!2)2. In an optimisti ase ! = 1 eV and m  0:1 eV
this fa tor is . 10 4! Even in the ase when the SK tank is lled with air
jm j & 10 2 eV and the sensitivity of the experiment ould not be improved
0 os illations in
and extended to the smaller 0 mass region by sear hing
the inner SK dete tor volume.
always suppressed
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Fig. 2. Regions in the (m ; ) plane whi h ould be ex luded by the proposed experiments: SuperK (gray region) and CASTeV (bla k). Also shown are the regions,
with self explanatory labels, ex luded by CAST in the keV range [45℄, by LSW experiments [44℄ and by sear hes of deviations of Coulomb's law [25,26℄.
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The region of anomalous dispersion around the energy of an atomi transition
ould in prin iple exhibit su h an unusual behavior, unfortunately light dispersion
is very intense.
2
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Fig. 3. S hemati illustration of the dire t sear h for solar 0 - ux in the CAST experiment. A va uum pipe equipped from both sides by mirrors used to fo us ordinary
photons produ ed from 0 ! os illations on single photon dete tors (SPDs). The
manifestation of a signal would be an in rease of the ounting rate of the SPD that
is `illuminated' by the Sun ompare to the other.
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Sear h for hidden photons in the upgraded CAST experiment

The CAST (Cern Axion Solar Teles ope) experiment aims to dete t solar
axions through their onversion into dete table photons in the magneti eld
of a 10 m long de ommissioned LHC dipole magnet whi h is tra king the Sun.
A detailed des ription of the experimental setup an be found in [59℄.
To sear h for eV hidden photons one an upgrade the CAST experiment with
a simple helios ope dete tor s hemati ally shown in Figure 3. Single photon
dete tors (SPDs), at both ends of a va uum pipe, are looking for the single
visible photons produ ed through os illations of hidden photons inside the
helios ope when it is pointing the Sun. We assume that the va uum pipe has
aperture with an e e tive diameter of ' 50 m and the length of 10 m. The
whole helios ope dete tor ould be mounted parallel to the LHC magnet on the
CAST platform, allowing a movement of 8o verti ally and 40o horizontally
[59℄. This allows tra king of the Sun during about 1.5 h at sunrise and the
same time at sunset. The manifestation of a signal would be an ex ess of
events in the eV energy spe trum during the Sun tra king, ompared to the
ba kground runs spe trum.
For a high sensitivity of the proposed experiment to a hieve a low ba kground
ounting rate and a high eÆ ien y for the single photon dete tion is ru ial.
The SPD used should have as large as possible sensitive area (& 1 m2), the
high red extended quantum eÆ ien y (& 30%), as small as possible noise
ounting rate (. 10 Hz), a high gain (& 104) and a good single photoele tron
peak resolution. It is known, that one of main sour es of noise, whi h also
limits the SPD's single photon resolution, is the dark urrent originating from
harge arriers thermally reated in the sensitive volume of the SPD. This
ba kground an be redu ed by the operating the SPD at a low temperature.
Typi ally, the SPD dark rate de reases by several orders of magnitudes when
the temperature de reases from the room one to ' 100 K. Thus, to a hieve a
8

low ba kground level ( ' 1 Hz) the SPD has to be ooled down to, presumably
ryogeni temperatures. Among several types of SPDs able to operate at su h
onditions, PMTs [60℄, sili on PMTs [61℄, large area avalan he photodiods
[62℄, and a new type of hybrid photodete tors (HPD) [63℄ ould be onsidered.
In addition, opti al mirrors, used to fo us ordinary photons to a small spot,
favour the use of a small size SPD dete tor and some improvement of the
expe ted signal to ba kground ratio, spe ially for the largest masses [45℄. The
te hnique of phase shift plates proposed for axion-like parti le sear hes [64℄
ould be also onsidered for in reasing the sensitivity at higher masses.
Finally, performing integration over the spe tra of eqs. (2) and (3) results in
the hypotheti al CASTeV ex lusion region shown in Figure 2. The al ulations are performed for the HPD quantum eÆ ien y taken from ref. [63℄ and
assuming the spe tral re e tivity of mirrors to be & 90% for the onsidered
wavelength region. The ba kground ounting rate is taken to be n0 ' 1 Hz and
the exposition time t ' 106 s. Note that the signal-to-ba kground requirement
of n =nb ' 10 3 is signi antly lower as ompared to the SK ase.
One an see that the proposed experiment improves the sensitivity of the
SuperK at low masses due to the extra os illation length. Around m = 0:2
meV, the hidden photon ux from the solar interior is strongly suppressed and
the sensitivity of the experiment is dominanted by the surfa e ontribution of
eq.(2). Moreover, it surpasses the rea h of already performed laser experiments
[14℄ and ertainly of the CAST keV sear h [45℄. The va uum requirements are
somehow ru ial. Using again water vapor as a possible residual gas in the
helios ope pipe, we should ensure a pressure below ' 10 4 Torr not to dump
os illations of & eV hidden photons with m > 2 10 4 eV.
0
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